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Abstract 

Evaporation from a pool of liquid sarin in a ventilation shaft has been 
calculated. Turbulent flow of air through the ventilation shaft is simulated with 
the large eddy simulation model, and the evaporation process simulated by 
passive transport of vapour by the airflow, and with the volume-of-fluid model.   
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1     Introduction  

The evaporation from a pool beneath a turbulent airflow is to a large extent dependent 
on the fluid dynamical properties of the airflow. This paper discusses simulations of the 
evaporation from a pool of liquid sarin in a quadratic shaft containing a turbulent 
airflow. The turbulent airflow is simulated with large eddy simulations, and the 
evaporation process modelled in two ways: i) passive transport of vapour, where a 
vapour concentration is imposed on an inlet (single phase simulation); ii) Volum-Of-
Fluid (VOF), where interactions between the liquid surface and the airflow is simulated 
(two phase simulation). In section 2 the simulations are discussed while the results are 
given in section 3. Section 4 gives some conclusions and plans for continuing this work 
further.  

2     Simulations  

2.1     Turbulent airflow 

The geometry for the simulations is a straight square duct of length 12 m and cross 
section 1×1 m2.  A uniform grid containing 240×40×40 cells in the streamwise, 
spanwise and normal direction respectively was constructed.  Airflow through this duct 
was simulated with the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model of the commercially 
available Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software Fluent until a realistic flow 
field was established. This simulation was first conducted with non-periodic boundary 
conditions until a turbulent flow was developed throughout the computational domain, 
and then with periodic boundary conditions on the inlet and outlet of the shaft, making 
this in fact an infinitely long shaft. 
 
The simulation was conducted with time steps of 1 second, and a maximum of 20 sub 
iterations per time step. The simulation was performed until sufficient statistics of the 
flow variables were collected. This was determined by observing that mean velocity 
field was symmetric and by imposing the following convergence criteria: the wall shear 
tension of the solution must correspond to the analytical wall shear tension; the volume 



flux is conserved; there was a convergence criterion for the continuity equation first of 
10-4. All in all the simulation lasted more than 20000 time steps.      
 

2.2     Species transport 

At first, in order to simulate the evaporation process, the simple species transport model 
of Fluid was utilized. For this simulation a grid was constructed with the same 
dimensions as for the turbulent flow (12×1×1 m3) with an area of 1×1 m2 on the bottom 
wall assigned as inlet for sarin vapour. Near this vapour inlet, the grid cells have 
dimension 0.01×0.01×0.01 m3, while the cells are larger further away from the inlet.  

In this model, a sarin vapour concentration corresponding to the saturation vapour 
concentration is applied at an specified inlet area on the bottom wall. The vapour is 
then transported passively with the airflow. The transport of the mass fraction of each 
species, Yα, is described by the equation:  
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where ρ is the density, Uj the mean velocity (in direction j), Rα the production of α from 
chemical reactions and Sα is a source term for the production of α. In this case Sα  is 
calculated from the concentration at the inlet and Rα = 0. The diffusion of component α 
is given by:                                                                                                          
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where Dα is the molecular diffusion coefficient, µt the turbulent viscosity and Sct =  
µt/ρDt a turbulent Schmidt number where Dt is the turbulent diffusion. 
 
With this model, no interaction between the liquid pool and the airflow is considered. 
Only the transport from an unperturbed surface is modelled.  
 
This simulation was performed for 1400 time steps of 1 second each. The velocity 
fields from the simulation of turbulent flow were used as input for the airflow in this 
simulation.  

2.3     Volume-of-fluid 

The more elaborate Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) model has also been used.  For this 
simulation, a depression in the bottom wall is constructed, and this depression is filled 
with liquid sarin. The dimension of the grid cells in and above the depression is 
0.01×0.01× 0.01 m3, while the cells are larger further away (as for species transport).    
 
VOF models two or more phases by solving one set of equations of motion and by 
tracking the volume fraction of each phase throughout the computational domain by use 
of the continuity equation (mass conservation). The velocity field from the equation of 
motion are shared be the different phases. Mass transfer from one phase to another is 
included as a source term to the continuity equation. 
 



The evaporation rate from liquid to vapour was calculated from the vapour pressure for 
sarin:  
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where vliq and vgas is the specific volume of sarin liquid and sarin gas in a cell, pv = 
215.7 Pa (at T = 16 0C) [1] is the vapour pressure of sarin, M = 140.1 g/mol is the 
molecular weight of sarin and ρgas = 6.012 kg/m3 [2] is the density of sarin vapour. The 
term pvM/RT is the saturated vapour concentration of sarin. Only computational cells at 
the surface are included by demanding that only cells that are not completely filled with 
one phase are included. Initially liquid was filled to a level in the interior of the first 
layer of cells above the liquid surface. During the simulation the liquid surface is 
perturbed by the air stream.  
 
In reality evaporation is a surface process, and in that respect it would be more correct 
to impose a sarin vapour concentration corresponding to the saturation concentration 
directly above the surface. However, due to the small cells close to the liquid surface 
and because the sarin concentration from the previous time steps are considered, this 
should be a valid procedure.  
 
The velocity fields from the turbulent flow simulation were used as input, and the 
simulation was conducted for 1000 time steps of 0.1 s each. 

2.3     Simple algebraic model 

The evaporation rate calculated with the VOF model is also compared with the 
evaporation rate calculated with a simple model developed by Odd Busmundrud at FFI, 
which assumes molecular diffusion through a still boundary layer beneath an air flow 
[3]. 

3     Results  

3.1     Turbulent flow 

Figure 3.1 shows the mean velocities normalised by the bulk velocity. The figure on the 
left shows a contour plot of the streamwise velocity component in a plane perpendicular 
to the mean flow direction, showing that this velocity component is symmetric. The 
figure on the right side shows the velocity vectors of the spanwise and normal velocity 
components. This secondary flow is a purely turbulent effect [4]. The normal velocity 
components depicted in figure 3.1 are two orders of magnitude weaker than the stream 
wise component. Even so, the secondary flow has great impact on the vertical mixing, 
and thus on the evaporation rate. 

3.1     Species transport and Volume-Of-Fluid 

Figure 3.2 shows the mass fraction of sarin vapour at the outlet calculated with the 
species transport model. The sarin is concentration in the bottom part of the shaft. This 
will have a substantial influence on the further dispersion of the sarin vapour. The sarin 
concentrations at the ventilation outlets will depend on the localisations of the outlets 
and the branching of the ventilation system, as opposed to the situation if the vapour 



was uniformly mixed in the shaft. The VOF simulation also predicts that sarin is 
concentrated at the bottom of the shaft (not shown).   
 
The integrated mass fractions of sarin vapour in various planes normal to the mean flow 
direction is shown in table 3.1. The mass fractions immediately after the pool are much 
larger in the VOF simulation than in the species transport simulations. It can also be 
seen that quite a substantial amount of sarin is transported as liquid in the VOF 
calculations.  
 
In the simulation, a substantial amount of sarin is deposited on the walls downstream of 
the liquid pool. Table 3.2 lists the integrated mass fractions of sarin liquid and vapour at 
the bottom of the shaft. This can also be seen by the decreasing mass fractions further 
from the pool in table 3.1. This will lead to a secondary evaporation, and may prolong 
the total evaporation process. It will also diminish the concentration in the air. 
     

 
Figure 3.1: The mean velocity normalized by the bulk velocity. The left figure shows the 
velocity in the stream wise direction in a plane normal to the mean flow direction; the 

contours denote normalized velocities in the range from 0.2 to 1.2 with steps of 0.1 
(contour 11 being the highest). The right figure shows vectors of the velocity 

components normal to the mean flow direction in a plane perpendicular to the mean 
flow direction; only a quadrant is shown. 

 
 



 
Figure 3.2: The mass fraction at the outlet of the shaft calculated with the species 

transport model. 
 
Table 3.1: Mean mass fractions of sarin vapour integrated over planes normal to the 
mean flow direction. The positions stated are the coordinates in the stream wise 
direction after the mass inlet (species transport), and the liquid pool (VOF).  

VOF Position 
plane (m) 

Species 
transpor
t 

Liquid Vapour 

0.01 4.15·10-5 2.40·10-2 3.66·10-5

0.03 4.06·10-5  6.89·10-3 3.42·10-4  
0.05 3.98·10-5  3.07·10-3 2.64·10-4  
0.1 3.85·10-5 3.94·10-4 1.96·10-4

0.2 3.58·10-5 3.01·10-4 1.33·10-4

0.3 3.46·10-5 3.05·10-4 7.75·10-5

0.5 3.21·10-5 2.77·10-4 3.23·10-5

 
Table 3.2: Mean mass fractions of sarin integrated over planes on the bottom of the 
shaft. The positions stated are the coordinates in the stream wise direction after the 
mass inlet (species transport) and liquid pool (VOF), between which the plane that is 
integrated over is contained.   

VOF Position 
plane (m) 

Species 
transpor
t 

Liquid Vapour 

0.01-0.03 3.39·10-2 5.97·10-3 2.92·10-4

0.03-0.05 4.06·10-2  2.79·10-3 3.72·10-4  
0.05-0.1 2.31·10-2  2.99·10-3 7.15·10-4  
0.1-0.2 1.34·10-2 5.44·10-3 1.54·10-4

0.2-0.3 1.92·10-2 2.67·10-3 7.78·10-4

0.3-0.5 5.29·10-3 7.20·10-3 8.02·10-4

0.5-1 3.33·10-3 1.26·10-2 1.17·10-4

 
The evaporation rate calculated from the VOF simulations is about 0.37 g/s. The 
evaporation rate calculated with the formula based on molecular diffusion in [3] at the 
same conditions as in the simulations is about 0.2 g/s. This shows the importance of 
including fluid dynamical aspects. 



 

4     Conclusions 

The evaporation from a liquid pool in a ventilation shaft has been simulated. The 
turbulent airflow was simulated with the LES model and the resulting velocity fields 
seem reasonable. Evaporation from a pool of liquid sarin was then simulated by passive 
species transport, where no interaction between the airflow and the liquid pool are 
considered, and by the VOF model in which the liquid pool is perturbed by the airflow. 
In both cases the evaporation rate is controlled by the transport of sarin vapour from the 
area directly above the mass inlet (species transport) and the liquid surface (VOF). The 
results indicate the importance of including fluid dynamical aspects in calculating the 
evaporation rate. They also show the significance of considering the interaction 
between the airflow and the liquid pool. 
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